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Notions and notations. 
Algebraic theories were originally introduced in [10]. An equational presenta- . 
tion of algebraic theories can be found in [1]. Following this latter work, by an 
algebraic theory we shall mean a many-sorted algebra T=[T(n,p); •, ( ), n'p) 
where n, p are non-negative integers; composition, denoted by • or juxtaposition, 
maps T(n, p) X T(p, q) into T(n, q); source-tupling associates a unique element 
(/i> •••>//>)€T(n,p) with each family of scalar elements / 1 ? ...,fndT(l,p); finally, 
there is an injection 7 t ' p £T( l ,p ) for each i and p such that z'€[p] ([/>] = {1, ...,/?}). 
Furthermore, the following identities have to be satisfied by T: 
(Ax) Xgh) = (fg)h ' if / € T ( m , n ) , gZT(n, p), h^T(p, q), 
(A2) f(nl,...,nrp)=f if f£T(n,p), 
(A3) < ( f i , . . . , L ) = f i if f^-Jntnhp), 
(A4) (nlf, ..., K f ) if ff_T(n, p). 
Although identities (Aj), (A4) above are suflicient to characterize algebraic 
theories, in order to have identity ( / ) = / if f£T(l,p) we require identity 
(As) <7ll) = 7ri1. 
In case of « = 0 , (A4) means that T(0,p) is a one-element set, its unique ele-
ment will be denoted by 0 p . It follows f rom the axioms that elements 1„ — (tiJ, ..., 
are identities with respect to composition. Therefore, an algebraic theory can be 
viewed as a small category. According to this analogy, we shall often write / : n—p€. T 
instead of f£T(n,p). 
Pairing, denoted also by ( ), and separated sum, which will be denoted by 4-, 
are frequently used derived operations in algebraic theories. As regards the defini-
1 In spite of the fact that identity is used many times by several authors, it is usually 
not explicited stately. This is the case in [6] and [7], too. 
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tion of these derived operations cf. [3]. Given a mapping g: [«]—[p] , there is a 
corresponding base element g: n-~p£T. It is defined by Q = (n°p(1\ . . . , n°pM). If 
the mapping g is surjective then the corresponding base element is also called sur-
jective. Injective and bijective base elements are similarly defined. If g: [«]—[«] 
is bijective then g~* denotes the inverse of g. 
Iteration theories were introduced in [2]. They were called generalized iterative 
theories in [6] and [7]. 
An iteration theory is an algebraic theory equipped with a new operation, called 
iteration and usually denoted by t. In an iteration theory /= ( / (« , /> ) ; • , ( ) , n lp, t) 
iteration maps I(n,n+p) into I{n, p). According to [6], iteration theories can be 
characterized by the following identities : 
(BO ( 0 „ + / ) t = / if / : n 
(82) ( / + 0 , ) t = / t + 0 , if f:n— n+p£l, 
(B3) < / , gY = (h\(gg)\hK ip>) where / : n - n+m+pO, 
g: m - n+m+pa, g = < 0 m + l „ , lm+0„> + l p , 
h = /< l„+O p , (gÉ?) t ,O n +l p >, 
( B J (nlggig^lp),..., nZgg{gm+ lp)>t = <?(g(i? + !„))* if 
g: n — m+p£l, and g: m - «£/, g1} ..., gm: m — m£I 
are base with g,g = ... = gmg = g and g is surjective, 
(B5) / < / t , l p ) = / t if f : „ - n+p£I. 
(B5) is called Elgot's fixed-point equation. It was shown in [8] that (B5) is no t 
independent f rom thé other defining identities of iteration theories. Iteration theories 
are natural generalizations of iterative theories (cf. [3]) and rational algebraic theories 
(cf. [13]). 
Given a ranked alphabet I — i.e. 1 = U(r„ | rc=0, 1, ...) with l ^ D I ^ - Q if 
njim, and a fixed countable set of variables X= , x 2 , . . . } , the iteration theory 
of all (partial infinite) Z-trees on X play an important role in the fixed-point theory 
of program schemes. Denote by N the set of natural numbers { 1 , 2 , . . . } and by 
X„ the set of the first n variables {xltx2, . . . ,*„} for each nÇ.N. Fur thermore , 
denote by A* the set of all strings over a set A. Then, according to [9], the set of -
n-ary T-trees is the set Tf (X„) consisting of all partial functions / : UXn 
satisfying the following condition : , 
i f f ( w i ) is defined where w£N* and i£N then also f(w) is defined, and there 
is an integer with f(w)£Em. 
The fl-ary T-trees give rise to an iteration theory T£°=(T™(n,p); •, ( ), n p , t ) , 
where T?(n, p) = Tf(Xp)n (k, p s O ) , composition is defined by tree substitution, 
source-tupling is the tupling of trees, injection np is the variable x{ considered to be 
a p-ary tree, and iteration is defined in the following way: let f = ( f i , ••-,/„): w — 
~-~n+p£T? and g=(gi, .,-,g„): n-^p€Tf. Then ff=g holds provided that 
2 17(Xn) is denoted by CTZ(X„) in [9]. 
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for any /'€[«] and w£N*, w e d o m ^ if and only if there exist r ( ^ 0 ) , i0(=i), 
h, ...,ire[n) and W j € d o m / ^ {j—0, ..., r) such tha t fill(w0)^xil, .,.,/ir.1(wir_1)= 
= x i r , f i r ( w , ) $ X „ and iv=>v0... w,. Fur thermore , in this case 
, W = ( A W if A K X X 
8, ) \xj if fir(wr) = X„ + J. 
Everywhere in the paper ±„p denotes (1„ + 0 p ) t . In T?, l w = < ± , . . . , ± > («-times), 
where J . is the totally undefined nullary tree. 
By viewing an n-ary operat ional symbol G€Z„ as an n-ary tree, Z can be 
embedded into T? in a natural way. Denote by RI—(RI(n,p); •, ( >, 7t'p, t) the 
subalgebra generated by Z in T f . RI is freely generated by Z in the class of all 
iteration theories. In more detail, any m a p <p: Z - * I into an iteration theory / 
can be uniquely extended to a homomorph i sm <p: RE->-1 provided tha t (p is a 
ranked alphabet map , i.e., <p(Z„)QI(l,n) ( n s O ) . 
Restricting ourselves to finite ¿- trees we obtain the algebraic theory Ts— 
={Tz{n,p)- • , < > , * * ) . Iri this theory TI(n,p) = TI(XFr and TI(Xp) = 
= {fd r r C ^ l d o m / is finite}. No te that T1 is a subtheory of Rx. Let 
' №„) = {/€TMlv'wdN*, r > 0, ie[r], f(w)£Zr => w i C d o m / } . 
Put TE=(Tz(n,p); • , ( ) , n'p) where Tx(n,p) = TI(Xp)K 0). I t is well-known 
that is a subtheory of Tz and in fact it is freely generated by Z in the class of all 
algebraic theories._ 
The trees in T ^ l , p) can also be represented as finite strings over the a lphabet 
ZUXp. Namely, T j ( l , / ? ) can be viewed as the smallest set satisfying 
(i) X ^ Z O Q T Z I H P ) , 
, (ii) if a £ Z r , r > 0 , A , . . . , / r € 7 i ( l , p ) then <r/i.../r€ ^ ( 1 , p). 
Another interesting iteration theory is the theory [A]=([A] («,/?) ; • , ( ), n'p, f ) on a 
set A. Here [A\{n, p) stands for the set of all partial functions / : Ax[n] -o-AX.[p], • 
is the composition of partial functions, source-tupling is the source-tupling of part ial 
functions, injection nlp is the mapping a>-*(a, i) with Ax[ 1] and A being »iden-
tified, finally, if f : AX[«]AX[n+p\ is a partial function then / t is the least 
fixed-point of the mapping g>-*f(g, l p ) (g: AX[n]-*AXfp]). Here least means least 
with respect to the na tura l ordering of part ial functions. 
Concerning flow-chart schemata we accept Elgot 's definition of flow-chart 
schemata in [4], with the exception that in order to make iteration to be a totally 
defined operation ra ther than a partial one?.we allow nodes to be unlabelled in a 
flow-chart scheme. In this manner, cf. [4], R z becomes the iteration theory of the 
strong behaviours of finite flow-chart schemata on a ranked alphabet Z. There-
fore, we may treat flow-chart schemata on Z as elements of Ry. 
F r o m now on we fix a ranked alphabet Z with Z„=0 if n^ 1 and n^2, 
and denote Zx and Z2 by Q and 77, resp. C2 is called the set of action symbols and 
77 the set of predicate symbols. Fur thermore , we shall assume that 77 is finite, say 
77 = {ii!, . . . , n,}. Given a set A, by an interpretat ior . / o f Z in A we mean any 
ranked alphabet m a p </: Z—[A] such that J{n) is a total predicate for each n£Tl. 
That is, if y(7r)(a)=(i>, i) (a, be A, /€[2]) then a=b, and J(n) is totally defined. 
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Denote by J the unique homomorphic extension of J f rom Rz into [A], as well. 
We say that f , g^R^n, p) (n, p^0) are equivalent under J provided that , / ( / ) = 
holds. M o r e o v e r , / a n d g are called weakly equivalent, written f=g, if 
J ( f ) = J(g) holds for every interpretation J (cf. [4], [11], [12]). 
Relation = is a congruence relation of the iteration theory Rx. The problem 
we are going to solve is the presentation of a generating system of this relation. 
If such a system is found then this system together with the defining identities of 
iteration theories can be viewed as an axiom system for the weak equivalence of 
finite flow-chart schemata on I . 
A generating system of the relation = 
In the sequel we shall frequently use some consequences of the defining identities 
of iteration theories. Among these identities there are identities of poor algebraic 
theories, which will be used without any reference. In the other part of these iden-
tities we have identities involving the t operation, and they are listed here: 
(B6) ( e / C e ^ + l p ) ) 1 = Qp if / : n - n+p and e : n - n 
is bijective, 
(B7) </<l , + .+0 i k + p ,A,0 1 1 + 1 I I + i t - | - l J ,> ,g > A)t = </>g,A>t 
if / : n — n + m + k+p, g: m — n + m+k+p, h: k — n + m + k+p, 
(B8) ( / (1„+S')) t =Pg where / : n - n+p, g: p - q, 
(B.) (l„ + 0j)<ai, a„, nJ„+01+p)t = (0l, ..., a„)t where 
fli, an: 1 - n+p, ak = ^ ( l n + O j + l p ) if k ^ i, 
a, = «i«lj-i + 0.+a-y, Kil Oj + K-j + O^+lp), i,je[n], 
(B10) ( l „ + 0 m ) < / ( l „ + 0 m + lp) ,£>t = / t if / : « — n+p, 
g: m —• n + m+p, 
( B n ) ^ + i < ^ + 1 + P , 0 1 + / ) t = 7r„1/t if / : n-n+p. 
Now we present the system (C) and prove that this system constitutes a generat-
ing system of the weak equivalence relation. (C) consists of the following pairs, 
written as equalities: 
(Cj) «</,/>=/ if ntn, f: 1 — p£Rs, 
( Q ) jr<jt '</i,/ ,>, *'</8,/«» = *'(*{fi,fz), n ( f 2 , f 4 ) ) where n, n'tll, 
A, 1 
(Ca) 7z(n(f1,f2), n ( f 3 , f i ) ) = n ( f } , f i ) where n£ll, flt ...,/4: 1 
(C4) / = _L if / : 1 - OCR;, 
(C5) f t = f ( ± l p , l p ) if f : 1 ± l + p e T n . 
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Denote by 9 the congruence relation induced by (C) in R^. The following state-
ment is immediate by (C) Q = . 
Lemma 1. 0 Q = . 
Later on the following statement will be frequently used. 
Lemma 2. Let f: n — n + m+p + q, g: m n+m+p + q, h\ p — n+m+p+q 
be arbitrary elements in Rz. Assume that ( g « 0 m + 1 „ , lm-t-0„>+ l p + s ) ) t 0 g holds 
where g: m n+p+q£Rs. Then also ( f , g, hyd(f, g(l„ + Om + \p+q), hy. 
Proof. First suppose that p — 0 and let o = (0m + 1 „, 1 m + 0„) + 1 T h e n 
( f , g y = (a\(ge)Kal, 1 , » follows by (B3), where a=f(\„ + Oq, (gg)1, 0„+ I,). Put 
a=f(\„ + Oq,g,On+\q). As (g8)Wg, also aOa and (f,gyO(a\ g(at, 1 ,» . How-
ever, (a t , g ( s t , l , » = < / , g ( l „ + O m + g > t follows by ( B J and (B3). 
If 0 then define f=f(x+1,), g t = ^ ( a + 1 „ ) and hl=h(a + 1 , ) where 
a = l n + <O p +l m , l p + 0m). Then ( g ! « 0 m + l „ + p , l m + 0„ + p >+ I J p O g holds by 
( a + i 9 ) - « o m + i n + p , i m + o „ + i , > + Q = < o m + i „ , i m + o n > + i p + „ . Thus, ( f ^ h ^ g . y e 
0 { f i , K, gOn+p+Om+l,,))1 ' by the previous case. From this the result follows by 
(B6): (f,g,hy = «z-\f,g,hy = 
= « ( a - i < / , g , A > ( « + g ) t = a ( f , , h,, g.ye^if,, lh, g{\n+p + Om+lq)y = 
= ( a < / 1 , / j 1 , g ( l „ + P + 0 m + l 9 ) > ( a - 1 + l , ) ) t = < / , g ( l „ + O m +l p + , ) , / i> t . 
Let %\ [r]— [r] be any bijection. We shall denote by nx: l-~2r£Tn the balanced 
tree visualized in the following figure: 
^ d ) 
Xi X2 X2r 
In the case that r is the identity mapping, the index r will be omitted in n t . 
Lemma 3. For any / : 1 -+p£Tn there exists a (unique) base element q: 2'-~p 
with fOnq. 
Proof. This statement is well-known. In spite of this, for the sake of complete-
ness, a proof will be outlined here. We shall show a little bit more than it is stated 
by our lemma. Namely, we show that for any / : 1 -*p£Tn and bijective t : [r]->-[r] 
there is a base element q: 2r — p with f9nzQ. 
If f=xt (/£[/>]) then put Q = (N'P, ..., N'P). Then fOnZQ follows by applications 
of (Cj). We proceed by structural induction o f / . Suppose that f=nifx f2.,fi8n<LQ1 
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and f20nxg2 where /£[r] and a : [r] — [r] is any bijection with a ( l ) = /. Then, by 
(C3), we obtain fdnae' for a suitable g': 2r—p. However, nxg'6n,g holds by (C2) 
for a satisfactory choise of g. 
Lemma 4. (f+0p)^0_L„P holds for every / : n—n^Ry. 
Proof. By (B2) it is enough to deal with the case p—0. If /7=0 then the state-
ment is obviously valid by 7 ^ ( 0 , / / ) = {0P}. Assuming n > 0 we have f — ( f i , f 2 ) 
where y i = ( l i + 0 . _ , ) / , / s ^ O x + l . -Oy- Thus, by (B3), P=(h\ ( / 2 e ) t / j t ) , where 
e = < 0 „ _ 1 + l 1 , l n - i+O, ) , h=fx(\1,{f2gy). As htRJl, 1), V0± holds by (C4). 
Therefore, n * p 0 ± . From this the result follows by (B6). 
Lemma 5. Given / : n-*n+p£T,, there exists a g: n-~pdTn with pOg. 
Proof. The statement is obvious if n—0. Now assume that « > 0 and proceed 
by induction on n. Define f1=(\1 + 0n_1)f / 2 = ( 0 „ _ 1 + By (C5) and the induc-
tion hypothesis there exist T,: 1 —n — 1 +D. /"„: n — 1 ^ - 1 + p with f\0F and 
( / 2 « 0 . - x + i i , l , - i + 0 i > + l p ) y e f l Therefore,' / ^ < 0 l + / , , / 2 ( l i + 0 n „ 1 + i p ) ) t holds 
by Lemma 2. By identity (B7), 
<o, + / i , / 2 ( i 1 + o „ _ 1 + i p ) > t = < / , c f . , 0 i + i p > 0 i + 0 1 I - l - i - g , / > ( i 1 + 0 1 I _ J + i p ) ) t . 
N o w let h=f1(f2,01+lp) and apply identity (B8): ( f f( l ,+0 1 1_ J + lp)) t = 0B_ 1 + /it ' 
As h£T„(l, 1 +p) there is an element h: \-~p£Tn with h T h u s , 
/ t0<O„+A,/ ,Cl 1+O f l_ 1 + llJ>t 
is valid by Lemma 2. Put g = {h, f2(h, lp>). Then, by (B,), (B3) a n d ' (B8), 
<0n + / K / 2 ( l ] + 0 „ _ 1 + l p ) > t = ( 0 n + £ ) t = £ . As g£Tn(n,p), this proves Lemma 5. 
Definition!. Let / = ( / i , •••,/„}: and let i,j€[n] be arbi t rary. 
We say that f directly depends on if there is an occurrence of variable Xj in f , 
i.e., fi(w) = xj holds for some w(iN*. The dependency relation is the transitive 
closure of direct dependency. A component / • is called coaccessible provided that 
either there is an occurrence of a variable f rom {x„+ 1 , • ••,*„+„} in / • or there is 
an integer j w i th / - depends on f} and f j is coaccessible. 
Lemma 6. Suppose t h a t / : ri— n+p£ Ts. Then there is an e l e m e n t g : ?i-~n+p£Tz 
which only contains coaccessible or undefined components , and such that p 6 g * 
holds. 
Proof Put / = < / , - , ...,/„> and let / , „ ...J,m (l ... be all those 
components of / which are not coaccessible. First suppose that /•=_/ holds for 
each In this case there is an element a: m-~m£Ts: with ( l m + 0 „ _ m ) / = 
= a + 0 „ _ m + p . T h u s , P 0 g * holds by Lemma 4 and Lemma 2, where 
g = (-Lm„ + p, (0m + I „_,„)/). 
On the other hand, g only contains coaccessible or undefined components . 
The general case, where /7, ...,/„, are arbitrary, is reducible to the previous 
one by (B6). 
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Definition 2. An element a: n-*n+p£Tz ( n ^ l ) . is in normal fo rm provided 
that each of its components n'„a has one of the following four forms for every /£[«]: 
(i) 7t'„a = 7ig+0p where g: 2T-*-m is base, 
(ii) N'„a = (OQ+0p where co£Q and Q: 1 -*n is base, 
(iii) - l l n + p , 
(iv) nlna = 0„ + e where Q: l—p is base. 
Furthermore, a is required to satisfy all conditions (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii) as well: 
(v) if 7i'„a is of type (i) then nJ„a has to have one of the forms (ii), (iii) or 
(iv) for each ./€e([2 rl), 
(vi) if it '„a is of type (ii) then rce„(i)a is of type (i), 
(vii) n\a is of type, (i), 
(viii) every component 7tna of type (ii) is coaccessible. 
Lemma 7. For every / : 1 -+p£Rs there is an .element y: k-~k+p in normal 
form such that fQn\yt. • 
Proof. By . a simple modification of Theorem 2.5.1 in [5] we obtain that there 
is an element a: n-^n+pd Tx -with f=n\tf and such that each of its components 
7z'„a (i'€[n]2 has one of the three forms (ii), (iii) or (iv), or n ' „a=a i +O p holds for 
some Tn(l, n). Furthermore, by identity (B9), we may assume a to satisfy the 
following modified version of (vi) : if n'na = oog + Op for some a>£ Q and Q: 1 —n 
then ne„wa=Ti£+p is,valid for an. integer ./€.[«]. .Finally, we may assume that 7 
= ±m+P since otherwise a can be replaced' by < a ( l „ + 0 1 + lp), ± ] n + 1 + p > (cf. (B,0)). 
_ Let ..., im£[n\ 0 ' i < . b e all those, indices for which n^a is in 
T n ( l , n+p)-{nnn%\,,.., nnnXpp}. First suppose tha t ' i j - j holds for each j. Put 
bi=(lm+0„^m)a, c=(0m + ! „ _ „ > . . T h e n - a = , c> holds obviously. Observe that 
bi — Op ..holds for some Ej: m-~n(LTn. Therefore, by Lemma 5 and (B2), there 
exists b2\ m-*n—m£Tn with b\9b2+0p. Thus, by Lemma 2, (0„, + 6 2 + 0 p , c^Oa. 
There is an element b3: m-+n—m+ i£Tn with b2=b3(ln_m+ J_). " P u t 
¿ 4 = i 3 < l n - m , ^ = S ) - Then < 0 m + & 2 + 0 p , c > t = < 0 m + 6 4 + 0 p , c > t follows by (B7) and 
= _L ln+p. On the other hand, by Lemma 3, we have 
< 0 m + 6 4 + 0 p , cyO(Om+b5+Op, c>t 
for some bb: m^-n—m .whose each, component is of type KQ for a suitable base 
element q: m. Next, by an; application of Lemma 6,.we get an element 
d\ n—n+p whose each component is either coaccessible or undefined, and 
( 0 m + i s + 0 p , holds.- It follows- f rom the proof of Lemma 6 that d satisfies 
all conditions in Definition 2 except possibly (vii). If ¿/ does not satisfy (vii) then let 
£=<7t0-l-Op, O x w h e r e Q: 2 r - « + l is.defined by g ( / ) = 2 , i'.€[2r]. Otherwise 
put g=d. In both cases g is in normal form and n},g^df (cf. ( B n ) and Lemma 3). 
The general case, i.e. where z\, ..., im are arbitrary, is reducible to the special 
one above (cf. (B6)). • -
Lemma 8. Let a: n—n+pdTx and b: m -*m-\-p£T1 be in normal form. Then 
Tt\a^ = n)„b^ if and only if = 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Conversely, let f=n\d!, g=n}n№ and suppose 
that f=g. Define / : N* by /(A) =f().) and f(wi) =f(w)f(i) • if w£N* and 
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i"€[w]. A s f = g a n d a, b a r e in n o r m a l f o r m , f~}(x^)—g~1(xi), i .e. { i v | / ( v v ) = x , } = 
= {w|g-(tv)=x,} h o l d s f o r a n y /£[/>]• F u r t h e r m o r e , i f >v€ t h e n 
f(w)—g(w) w h e r e g is s imi la r ly d e f i n e d w i t h r e spec t t o g a s / w a s d e f i n e d w i t h 
r e s p e c t t o / . T h e a b o v e equa l i t i e s a r e essent ia l ly k n o w n f r o m [4] (cf. a l so [11], [12]). 
S u p p o s e t h a t f^g- T h e n , as f~~l(xi)=g~1(x,) h o l d s f o r e a c h i£[p], t h e r e 
is a s t r ing w£N* w i th f(w)^g(w) a n d b o t h f(w) a n d g(»v) a r e in Q o r o n e o f 
t h e m is u n d e f i n e d . T h u s t w o cases ar ise . H o w e v e r , s imi la r o r d e r of i d e a s y i e l d s 
a c o n t r a d i c t i o n in b o t h cases . T h e r e f o r e we a s s u m e t h a t / ( i v ) £ Q. By t h e l a s t c o n -
d i t i o n in t h e de f in i t ion o f n o r m a l f o r m s , t h e r e is a s t r i ng v£N* w i t h 
wv£ U ( / - 1 ( . x i ) | / € [ / > ] ) - A s f(w)?ig(w) a l so J(wv)9ig(wv). T h i s is a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
N o w we a r e r e a d y t o s t a t e o u r 
Theorem. 0 — =. 
Proof. 0Q= is val id by L e m m a 1. Conve r se ly , i t is e n o u g h t o s h o w t h a t 
f = g impl ies f6g f o r a r b i t r a r y f,g£Rs(l,p). B u t th i s is i m m e d i a t e b y L e m m a 7 
a n d L e m m a 8. 
An equational characterization of the strong equivalence of Elgot's flow-chart schemata 
was given in [6]. Here we present an equational characterization for the weak equivalence. An 
extended abstract of this paper has been already appeared in [14]. 
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